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What is Dialogue?

• OED: n. “A conversation carried on between two 
or more persons; a colloquy, talk together” 

• The words a character says in a book, movie, or 
TV show. “Boy, they gave Matt Damon some 
crappy dialogue in that movie!”

• Verbalization to another person/character



• Quoted conversation 

• Text messages 

• Internalizations  

• Monologues 

• 1st Person narration



My name is Kate Connor and I used to be 
a Demon Hunter. I’ve often thought that 
would be a great pickup line at parties, but 
with a teenager, a toddler, and a husband, 
I’m hardly burning up the party circuit.



Anything a character says to anybody

You, the reader, are “anybody”

And, of course, the whole 
demon-hunting thing is one great 
big gargantuan secret. No one 

knows. Not my kids, not my 
husband, and certainly not folks 

at these imaginary parties 



OK, but what is dialogue REALLY?

A TOOL



The Purposes of Dialogue

• Action 

• Character/Characterization 

• Exposition 

• Conflict 

• Entertainment 

• Story Flow/Presentation



Dialogue as Action
• Dialogue doesn’t embellish action; it is action. 

• Dialogue gets a reaction, moves the story forward. 
• Cause/effect 

• “Show, don’t tell” still applies…but good  Dialogue isn’t 
“telling.” 

• Why is the character speaking? 

• What does he want? 

• Saying something by saying nothing



    I extend my hand. “Nikki Fairchild. It’s a 
pleasure.” 

    “Ms. Fairchild,” he says, ignoring my 
hand.  

    He looks from Carl to Evelyn, pointedly 
avoiding my eyes. “You’ll have to excuse me. 
There’s something I need to attend to right 
away.”  

    And then he’s gone, swallowed up into 
the crowd as effectively as a magician 
disappearing in a puff of smoke. 



Dialogue Shows Characterization
(The “What You See” Stuff)

Education 
Background/Origin 

Culture 
Geography 
Profession

Car v. Jaguar Type E 
Baker Electric v. Old-timey car 
Jet v. Gulfstream Bombardier 

Cut v. Laceration 
Argument v. Cross-examination  

Y’all 
Fixin’ to 

Soda v. Pop 

Vocabulary 
Grammar (run ons) 

Sarcasm 
Throwaway words 

Pretentious 
Body language, too!



“I’ve got the Sight, William,” Aimee 
Dufresne had told him over and over. 
“So you listen when I tell you 
something, and you pay attention 
good.” 

     “My secretary saw you walking 
down Broadway with him. And, gee, 
isn’t your condo on Broadway” 
… 
  “Objection, Your Honor. 
Circumstantial evidence.”  
  



     “Sometimes bad is good.”  
     “Bullshit. That’s what people 
say to alleviate their own guilt 
or justify their own weakness. 
Bad is bad. A is A.”  
     “I didn’t realize we were 
discussing philosophy. Shall I 
counter with the teachings of 
Aristippus?” 



Dialogue Reveals Character
words/deeds/action

The actions a character takes with their words. 
Do they lie to protect someone? 

Are they a loose cannon? 

Comes from the character, NOT the writer 

KNOW your characters!

Han & Leia 
“I love you.” 

“I know.”



Dialogue Delivers Exposition

Facts about:
• Relationships 
• The world 
• Backstory 
• Technical info 
• Compressing time 
• The stakes 
• And more… 

Rules:
• Invisible 
• Don’t info dump 
• Ideally, add conflict 
• Or action 
• Or entertain 
• Better … several of the 

above



    “Are you familiar with nano-
technology?”  
    Bree’s expression makes it clear that 
she’s certain that Damien is talking 
science fiction when he describes the 
crystalline quantum dots—dust, really—
that can be seen only through a certain 
type of lenses.   
    “You’re serious?” 
     “It’s tech we’ve been developing for 
the military and the intelligence 
community.”

TECHNICAL STUFF



    “I want to talk to you 
about … about what’s best for me and 
Danny. For you too, maybe. I don’t 
know. We should have talked about it 
before, I guess.” 
      “Would you do something for 
me?” he asked. … “Would you do me 
a favor?”  
    “What?” 
“Let’s talk about it a week from today. 
If you still want to.”  
    “Jack, promises don’t work with 
you. You just go right on with—”     
“In a week. Please.” 

Stakes



Dialogue Sets Up & Enhances Conflict

• Your back and forth needs to have a  purpose 
• Its own internal conflict 
• Rises to a resolution that moves the story forward 
• What isn’t being said?

    “I love you.” 

    He stroked her cheek. 
“We’re going to be late for 
the party.”



“Were you spying on me?” He forced his 
voice to stay flat, with no hard edges.  
 

“Sometimes I watch and don’t see. 
Sometimes I don’t watch and see more 
than I want to.”  

“Hell, yeah! Get in another—come on, man, 
show the freak what you’ve got.”  

“You fucked with the wrong people, puppy dog. 
We know what you are, and we are so going to 
take you down.”



Dialogue Entertains

But it doesn’t JUST entertain!



   
“I prefer the continuity that goes with a long-
term arrangement. With someone I can trust. 
That’s what I’ll be evaluating with you, of 
course.”  
     
“Okay. Let’s back up.” I slam back the rest of my 
bourbon. “Because my profile is crystal clear. 
No long term commitments.” I flash that 
charming smile again. “Forget marriage. I’m all 
about the one-night stand.”  

“That’s absurd. You’re seriously considering 
doing this for just one night?” 



TYPES OF DIALOGUE
Direct:  

We’re hearing/seeing the dialogue in the moment

“I’m sorry.” 
“There’s nothing to apologize for. Let’s go.”

Indirect: 
We’re told what is said.

“I’m sorry.” 
He told her not to worry about it, then led 

her out the door.



Exceptions to “Direct is Better”

• Reader has already seen it 
• Reader doesn’t need to hear it. 
• Rhythm & Flow 
• Technical Details 
• Skipping Time 
• Inappropriate to Genre



I told him I had ordered them from 
Kentucky.  
He asked if my father had bought 

them for me.  
He asked me where I got the 

money.  

“I worked and saved it,” I said.  

“It takes a long time to save forty 
dollars,” he said.  
“There’s not a one in that bunch 

with that kind of grit.” 



The Nitty Gritty 
or, good v. bad dialogue

Good Dialogue:
• Fulfills the purposes we’ve talked about. 
• Is presented properly 
• Sounds realistic (but not too realistic) 
• Is distinct 
• Has a rhythm & flow. A musicality. 
• Isn’t “on the nose.” 
• Is “tight.”



The Nitty Gritty 
or, good v. bad dialogue

Bad Dialogue:
• Has no purpose. 
• Bad punctuation and tags. 
• Too realistic 
• Sounds the same 
• Clunky/Wooden 
• Is“on the nose.” 
• Is just “hanging out there”.



Dialogue shouldn’t be “too real”

goal: the feel of real

“The fullness of reality must be compressed 
without losing color or clarity.”   

Theory and Technique of Playwriting  
John Lawson, 1936



“Well, the coffee is good, too.”  

“I—I like coffee,” I admit. I take a deep 
breath. “But I don’t think it’s a good 
idea.”  

“Thousands of coffee bean growers across 
the globe would disagree with you.”  

“Dinner. Coffee. A date. With you. I don’t 
think it’s a good idea.”  

“Really? I find it exceptionally 
appealing.”  



Dialogue shouldn’t be “on the nose.”

Subtext!

“I think I better go now. I don’t think I 
better be around you for awhile. I don’t 
think it’s . . . wise.”



Nuts & Bolts

Creating Dialogue

• Get into character 
• Outline the scene 
• Edit the crap out of it 
• Write out the dialogue and the subtext 
• Write the bad stuff…then fix it!



Editing Dialogue

• Can you say it better? 
• Less is more 
• Too early? 
• Too predictable? 
• Tell too much? 
• Jargon/Slang 
• Punctuation 
• Tags “said” 
• Dialect (contractions/fragments) 
• “And” to start sentences 
• “run ons” 
• Misunderstandings 
• Presentation 
• Distinctive 
• Rhythm



How to handle multiple speakers

Additional Points

Nicknames 

Damien said. Not Said Damien 

People very rarely say someone’s name during 
conversation.



Don’t tell too much!
    “You know a Jack Reacher around here?” the 
guy asked.  
   Reacher shrugged.  
   “You got a description?” he asked back.  
  
   “Not really,” he said. “Big guy, is all I know.”  

“There are lots of big guys here,” he said. “Lots 
of big guys everywhere.”  

“But you don’t know the name?”  

“Should I?” Reacher asked. “And who wants to 
know?”



Punctuating Dialogue

“It’s going to be an awesome day,” she said. 

NOT 

“It’s going to be an awesome day.” She said.

Commas, periods, ellipses, and M-dashes. 
Nobody speaks in semi-colons. 

Limit your exclamation points. 
Italicize for emphasis, but again, not too much.



Dialect & foreign languages

A little goes a long way.

Just get down the “feel”

“Bloody or git” 
“It is most lovely, n’est pas”

“He’s fixin’ to go to the store.”



Said. Said, said, said.



NO: “You’re gorgeous,” she smiled. 

“You’re gorgeous.” She smiled. 
“Now come with me.”



Dialogue should be distinctive.  

Can you tell your characters apart without dialogue tags?

Tip:  Give them buzz words. A distinctive way of speaking. 
A trademark phrase. 



Dialogue Should Look Good on the Page

• No huge text blocks 
• Think like social media 
• What is more pleasing to the eye? 
• Paragraph - dialogue & text together



     “Let me tell you a story 
about a man named Jed, a 
poor mountaineer, barely 
kept his family fed. And then 
one day he was shooting at 
some crude, and up through 
the ground came a’bubblin’ 
crude. 

     “Oil, that is. Black gold. 
Texas tea.”

”

The narrator looked at the crowd.



Presentation

Don’t try this without a net!



Dialogue should have a rhythm.  
A flow.  

A cadence. 

Tip: Use short paragraphs.  
BUT break that up with longer text, too.

Tip: Use run-ons for mood, emotion.

Tip: Read your dialogue aloud (and 
listen to audiobooks!) 

Tip: “Um, just, well, yeah” are all okay — don’t overuse!



“I’m finally free. Dear God. I’m really and truly free.”

“I’m finally free, and I can run on the beach or swim in 
the ocean, or I can shop all day and stay up all night, 
and spin under the stars until I get so dizzy I pass out, 

then wake up and start all over again.” 

Run ons… 



Don’t tag every line. 
Should already be distinctive 

Maybe for rhythm  

To help the reader stay in place



Remember!  

Dialogue doesn’t exist in a vacuum

What is the goal of the scene?  
You don’t know?  

Then why are they even talking?



Q & A


